T he terms individualized, predictive, personalized, and precision have all been used to characterize a new paradigm in medicine (hereinafter referred to as precision medicine). 1 However, these terms have different meanings, and their use may impact how the medical community views this new field of medicine. 2 This may be particularly important in the area of general internal medicine, given the skepticism of many general practitioners (GPs), [3] [4] [5] [6] likely fueled by the paucity of original research in an ocean of editorials and commentaries. Recent trend analysis of terms and research types in general internal precision medicine is currently lacking.
To this end, therefore, we assessed the evolution of the terminology used and the amount of original research published overall and in ten major general internal medicine (GIM) journals.
We searched PubMed using the four specific terms mainly used to characterize precision medicine, namely individualized, predictive, personalized, and precision. Both free text and medical subject headings (i.e. MeSH terms) were used, and the search was limited to the period between January 2000 (3 years before the completion of the Human Genome Project) and December 2016, with no other filters.
During this period, the terms predictive and individualized medicine were identified in 179 and 495 articles, respectively, while 6775 and 10,830 articles were retrieved for personalized and precision medicine, respectively. Until 2009, the most frequently used term in the literature was personalized medicine; since 2009, precision medicine has been the most common (Fig. 1a) . When the search was limited to publications in the ten major GIM journals, we found that precision medicine was the most widely used term (Fig. 1b) . After reviewing the titles and abstracts of the 189 articles retrieved in the ten major GIM journals, only 153 were considered to really encompass aspects related to precision medicine, among which just eight were original articles (Fig. 1c) . The number of original articles per journal, along with the publication year and the term used in the original research publication, are indicated in Figure 1d .
While the number of publications in precision medicine has increased since the completion of the Human Genome Project, a clear change in the terminology used can be observed beginning in 2008/2009, in which the term precision replaced the terms personalized and individualized. Of note, the term personalized has generally not been used in articles published in the ten major GIM journals. One reason might be the widespread opinion among GPs that medical care is by nature individualized or personalized to the needs of the patients. Our work also shows that despite a dramatic increase in the number of publications, the number of original research articles published in the ten selected GIM journals remained consistently and dramatically low. The disproportionate ratio of non-original (editorial, commentary, etc.) to original research articles might contribute to the skepticism on the part of GPs. We strongly believe that GPs have a key role in translating precision medicine for patients, especially in informing them about precision medicine, implementing appropriate precision care and avoiding inappropriate care, and sharing risk/benefit information. GPs should engage in moving this new field from Bthe right drug for the right patient^to Bthe right precision medicine for all our patients.^At this time, however, most work in this area is speculative. Additional evidence-based precision medicine that can be translated to clinical practice will be necessary to move GPs toward embracing the concept of general internal precision medicine. Figure 1 Landscape of publications on precision medicine overall and in ten major GIM journals. a Evolution of terminology in precision medicine. b Evolution of terminology in the ten main GIM journals. c Number of original articles on precision medicine published by ten major GIM journals. d Number and year of original publications in ten major GIM journals.
